Building Design 5./Architect
Course Code: PM‐RTENE021
Semester: Spring 2015/2016.

Course Syllabus
Schedule: W, periods 7‐12
Location: PTE PMMIK, A‐318

General Information:
Name of Course:
Course Code:
Semester:
Number of Credits:
Allotment of Hours per Week:
Evaluation:
Prerequisites:
Instructors:

BUILDING DESIGN 5.
PM-RTENE021
6th
5
2 Lectures and 3 Practical Lessons /Week
Signature (with grade)
Completed Building Design 3, and Building Constructions 3.
Dr Gabriella MEDVEGY, Associate Professor
Office: 7624 Hungary, Pécs, Boszorkány u. 2. Office No B-127
E-mail: medvegygabriella@pmmik.pte.hu
Office Phone: +36 72 211 968

Introduction, Learning Outcomes:
The Building Design 5. Course is studio work in the Master of Architecture program, and is carried out as an
individual design project during the mid - term of the programme. This course aims develop Student’s
understanding of building design, with emphasis on an integrated approach to the problems of design relating to
medium- scale building development. Through a specific topic Students have to focus on define the client,
establish the program, propose and develop the design, schedule the work.
The finished and accepted project is shown and present at the end of the semester at the front of a Lecturer’s
Group for demonstrate the acquired architectural knowledge and abilities.
The course will focus on:
- Developing an attitude of discovery/innovation/creativity, as demonstrated by students possessing a
strong sense of cur
- Examine and exploring of meaning and rules of ‘publicity’ and ‘culture’ in Architecture
- Formulate solutions for various problems relating to medium-scale building development.
- Clear architectural communication at the presence of Professor’s Group
- Carrying out within a specified time

General Course Description and Main Content:
Students are required to complete design work relating to public buildings and an actual building site. Students
are required to submit all their plans documenting their work on the design and are assessed on the following
aspects: architectural design, development concept, functionality, volume forming and space composition. For
the preliminary and final plans digital graphics can be used. Students are also required to complete a model of
the final plan in a material of their choice. The following aspects of public building design are covered: design
work of specified types of public buildings, content programmes, optimal layout of the designed content on the
floor plan, external appearance of the building (deviation from residential buildings and emphasis on the
differences), volume design practice, methods of representation, and preparation of colour designs. This subject
includes an architectural design project in the practical part (marked with a P) where students can practice and
further develop the content of the lectures (marked with an L).
The Course includes:
- Regular (weekly) supervisions by teacher of the Architectural Institute. There are generating feedbacks
by Main Supervisor after consultations and exams.
- Process Dairy Booklet (Scheck Book) which is assessed as part of the regular supervision by the
Teacher contains sketches, ideas, the design process etc.
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‘Project Documentation’ for planning permission of the designed building, as summarise of the
engineering working drawings documentation (ground plans, sections, elevations 1:100, 1:200), and
paper models (1:200). The drawing tasks must be backed up and attached on CD/DVD.
Examinations in two stages (after the Schedule of the Course).

Methodology:
Teaching and learning are conducted through regular studio classes in which students will develop their
individual design proposals under the facilitation of a studio tutor, with regular consultations and presentations.
The studio will provide an opportunity through the semester-long design problem for you to engage disciplinary
discussions of structure (form/force/material) and skin (layering/articulation/performance) as the basis for a
formal design project.
Schedule:
The semester is divided into two principle periods and attendant exercises.
The rough outline of the schedule is as follows:
Week 1-7: Desk- critics. Draft Plan (conception)
For Second lesson as preparing of meaning of function:
Is it a ‘Theatre of Light’, or a ‘Theatre with light’?
What is the general rule of shadows and light in theatres (materials, dynamic contains,
lightening, or clear functional contain)?
Architecture of Peter Zumthor
Light Space Generator (Moholy – Nagy) & lights, contrast in Bauhaus,
Traditional (and contemporary) Chinese Light Theatre
Week 8: Midterm Jury. PROJECT PRESENTATION 01. – CONCEPT DESIGN
- Required contain presented with printed posters:
o Analyses of the Function (inspirations, examples, conditions, relationships in space, needs
requirements, etc.)
o Architectural Program (type, scale, use, form ideas, architectural ideas, materials, primer
structures, functioning)
o Site Plan with Building’s Surrounding (1:500) (with built and natural environment)
o Plans of Each Different Levels (1:500 or 1:200) (with openings, names and measures of
spaces, and main structural measures)
o Plot and Building’s Surrounding Paper Modell (1:1000)
o
Week 9: Spring Holiday
Week 10 -14: Desk – critics. Project (developing, completing)
Week 15: Final Review. PROJECT PRESENTATION 02. – FINAL DESIGN PROJECT
- Required contain presented with printed posters:
o After review the refreshed: Analyses of the Function (inspirations, examples, conditions,
relationships in space, needs requirements, etc.)
o After review the refreshed: Architectural Program (type, scale, use, form ideas, architectural
ideas, materials, primer structures, functioning)
o Site Plan (1:500) a./ the building site’s boundaries, fences, gates, parking places b./ the
contour lines of the slope, the main level heights c./ the connecting road system inside and
outside the plot d./ the cardinal points e./ the planned buildings and objects of the plot with
their names, main measures, and height dates f./ the sign and names of roads, covered and
green areas, the main level heights g./ the height of ledge and ridge, the number of storeys h./
tracks of the public utilities i./ the circulation of vehicles, transportation, people with different
signs j./ eventual possible extension
o Plans of Each Different Levels (1:100) a./ beyond the main dimensions contain the measures
of each room b./ doors with opening direction, windows with subdivisions c./ marking the
functional necessary installation d./ the names, measures and coverings of the rooms e./
marking the close surroundings
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Sections (1:100, in necessary number for understanding) a./ the typical height measures and
the plan measures of the axis b./ the level heights c./ the names of the structures and materials,
the order of layers d./ the main equipment with greater need of space
Elevations of Each Different Side (1:100)
Views (in necessary number for understanding, min. 3 about the inner and 3 about the outer
spaces), in high quality design and graphic
Paper models about the urban surrounding (1:500), and the building (1:200)

Week 16: Correction, repeating

Studio Culture:
The course is based on through collaboration, participation and discussions trough lessons. This is an interaction
between Students and Faculty; used the teaching methods like ‘Problem-based learning’ and ‘learning-by-doing’.
The communication and work should be reflect a respect for fellow students and their desire to work with regard
to noise levels, noxious fumes, etc – from each site of participants.

Attendance:
Attending is required all classes, and will impact the grade (max. 10%). Unexcused absences will adversely
affect the grade, and in case of absence from more than 30% of the total number of lesson will be grounds for
failing the class. To be in class at the beginning time and stay until the scheduled end of the lesson is required,
tardiness of more than 20 minutes will be counted as an absence. In the case of an illness or family emergency,
the student must present a valid excuse, such as a doctor's note.
The highest possible grade on the late project (after Study Period before Exam Period) is ‘2’.

Evaluation + Grading
Grading will follow the course structure with the following weight: Project Presentation - 01, 30%, Project
Presentation 02, 60%. The remaining 10% will be assessed according to participation, progress, effort and
attitude. Please note that attendance will adversely affect one's grade, both in direct grade reduction and in
missing work in the development of a project. The final grade will be based on the following guidelines:
5. Outstanding work. Execution of work is thoroughly complete and demonstrates a superior level of
achievement overall with a clear attention to detail in the production of drawings, models and other forms of
representation. The student is able to synthesize the course material with new concepts and ideas in a thoughtful
manner, and is able to communicate and articulate those ideas in an exemplary fashion in.
4. High quality work. Student work demonstrates a high level of craft, consistency, and thoroughness throughout
drawing and modelling work. The student demonstrates a level of thoughtfulness in addressing concepts and
ideas, and participates in group discussions. Work may demonstrate excellence but less consistently than an ‘5’
student.
3 Satisfactory work. Student work addresses all of the project and assignment objectives with few minor or
major problems. Graphics and models are complete and satisfactory, exhibiting minor problems in craft and
detail.
2. Less than satisfactory work. Graphic and modelling work is substandard, incomplete in significant ways, and
lacks craft and attention to detail.
1. Unsatisfactory work. Work exhibits several major and minor problems with basic conceptual premise, lacking
both intention and resolution. Physical representation in drawing and models is severely lacking, and is weak in
clarity, craft and completeness.
Grading Scale:
Numeric Grade:
Evaluation in
points:

5
89%-100%

4
77%-88%

3
66%-76%

2
55%-65%
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PTE Grading Policy:
Information on PTE’s grading policy can be found at the following location:
…

Students with Special Needs:
Students with a disability and needs to request special accommodations, please, notify the Deans Office. Proper
documentation of disability will be required. All attempts to provide an equal learning environment for all will
be made.

Readings and Reference Materials:
Required:
1. Kumlin, R. (1995). Architectural programming: creative techniques for design professionals. New
York: McGraw-Hill.
More:
1. Clark, R.H. and Pause M. (1996). Precedents in architecture (2nd ed). New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold.
2. Davies, C. (2006). Key houses of the twentieth century: plans, sections and elevations. London:
Laurence King.
3. Laseau, P. (2001). Graphic thinking for architects & designers (3rd ed). New York: J. Wiley
4. Pressman, A. (1993). Architecture 101: a guide to the design studio. New York: Wiley.
5. Unwin, S. (2003). Analysing architecture (2nd ed). New York: Routledge.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
‘LIGHT(SHADOW) THEATRE’ IN PÉCS

The Project for the semester will be design of the ‘Light(Shadow) Theatre of Pécs. There are many of
opportunities for design this type of building, and as liberal architecture students, the participants are asked bring
unique perspectives related to their own particular research interests. Some of the topics/issues we are interested
in as a studio:
making the invisible visible
relationships between infrastructure + city; landscape + architecture; art + science
bound / unbound / boundedness
micro / macro scales; multi-scalar relationships
systems and networks
parks and constructed landscapes
materials and their effects
ecological / biological
artists as mediators
research and experimentation
There are no “correct” answers for many of the questions that arise during desk critics
As a cumulative project to be studied for the entire semester, a great deal of sophistication and integration of the
various components of architecture (site, program, form, structure, environmental systems, codes, materiality…)
will be required. To this end, be open in your approach to the project, allowing flexibility and reciprocity among
such factors, and be diligent in investigating options in seeking a comprehensive solution.
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